2nd Quarter 2019

President’s Message
By Tom Davis, President of ABWC

Greetings members and friends. Let me start by saying “thank you” for your
membership in the Agribusiness & Water Council of Arizona, and if you are not a
member yet, we invite you to join.

From the
Ditchbank

We want to thank so many who attended, sponsored or had an exhibit at our recent,
successful Annual Meeting & Water Conference at the Salt River Project’s PERA
Conference Center in Tempe. What a nice crowd and brilliant speakers addressing us
on the future of Food, Energy and Water, looking out to year 2030.
A special thanks to our sponsors: Salt River Project; Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation &
Drainage District; the Yuma County Water Users’ Association; the City of Surprise;
Arlington Canal Company; Central Arizona Project; ASU’s Morrison School of

Agribusiness; the Arizona Grain Research & Promotion Council; Farmers Investment Company/Green Valley Pecan
Company and Wells Fargo. We also extend a thanks to our vendors who provided helpful information at their booths:
Arizona Farm & Ranch Experience; Hydro Resources; the Arizona Department of Agriculture; Intellifarms and
Enterprise Fleet Management. We couldn’t have experienced such a tremendous conference without our sponsors and
vendors! Thank you again.
Our conference began with Salt River Project’s, Dave Roberts providing encouraging words and a warm welcome to
their facility and to the conference. We also heard from Dr. Jeff Silvertooth, Associate Dean and Director of the
University of Arizona’s Cooperative Extension Service. Dr. Silvertooth set the tone for the conference by touching on
our theme: The Future of Food, Energy & Water, 2030. Dr. Silvertooth then turned time to Dr. Tim Dennehy, a BASF
Agricultural Scientist who discussed the “Future of Crop Production Systems by 2030,” followed by question and
answers from attendees. Dr. Channah Rock, Water Quality Extension Specialist and Associate Professor at the UA,
focused remarks on the, “Future of Food Safety,” referring to recent experiences and attention on romaine lettuce in the
Yuma area and work on Irrigation Water Metrics. Following Dr. Rock was a member of our Executive Council, Ed
Gerak. Ed is the Executive Director of the Arizona Power Authority and provided a timely and informative presentation
on our “Energy Future” in Arizona and the mix of energy types we can likely expect, looking to year 2030. Ed Gerak
was followed by Patrick Dent, Water Operations Manager at Central Arizona Project. He provided a snapshot of cost
impacts to CAP’s diverse customers with the future closing of the Navajo Generating Station (NGS) near Page, Arizona.
NGS has provided a coal-fired base load of energy to pump Colorado River water uphill through the Central Arizona
Project system to its terminus near Tucson. Following Patrick’s remarks, we heard from UA Cooperative Extension
Specialist and Research Scientist, Dr. Paul Brown. Dr. Brown enlightened attendees on the, “Importance and Future of
Water” in Arizona and referred to a number of studies completed covering water efficiency and use in the Yuma area and
other parts of the state. Dr. Brown was followed by Sarah Porter, Executive Director of the Kyl Center for Water Policy.
Sarah provided a first-hand perspective on projects and programs the Kyl Center is working on, namely the “Arizona
Water Blueprint-- a Map for Arizona’s Water Resilience.
All our speakers came well prepared with helpful and timely information for those in attendance. Wrapping things up as
our concluding speaker was Dr. George Seperich, ASU Emeritus Professor and active member of the ABWC Executive
Committee. He laser focused in on just how important water is to each of us and to our planet and that nothing can
happen and our very lives depend on water for survival.
A huge thank you to our volunteers who provide so much help each year. Rosi Sherrill, Jeannette Fish and Brett
Cameron. Also, a huge thanks to our state FFA officers: President Savannah Burt and Vice-President, Matthew Colville.
We can’t thank you enough!

Executive Director’s Report
By Chris Udall
Greetings from the office of the Agribusiness & Water Council of Arizona (ABWC). It is now a few weeks since the state
legislature adjourned, after a grueling 135-day session. My goal is to provide you a snapshot of that session that impacts our
membership.
First let me mention that, at the time of this reporting, 1,318 bills had been posted of which only 320 survived and were
signed into law by Governor Doug Ducey. Of the 106 bills, memorials and resolutions on the ABWC tracking list we
follow, approximately 27 were signed into law or passed. The Governor vetoed 11 bills.
One of the first bills passed was S1227, the Lower Colorado River Drought Contingency Plan legislation, early in the
session. This enabled Congress, with the help of U.S. Senator Martha McSally and Representative Raul Grijalva taking the
lead, to pass needed legislation on the federal level to address water levels in the upper and lower basins of the Colorado
River out to year 2026. In addition to DCP, there was a Resolution passed unanimously on April 15th, HR 2002, recognizing
a number of “Water Professionals” throughout the state and “Water Professionals Week,” with ABWC being included and
recognized on the floor of the House and later during a press conference at the Capitol.
During the budget negotiations, $327,400 was set aside in section 64 of HB2747 for the Arizona Navigable Stream
Adjudication Commission (ANSAC). In section 156, $20,000,000 was included for the “Temporary Groundwater and
Irrigation Efficiency Projects Fund (infrastructure funding for agricultural mitigation in central Arizona, discussed within the
DCP negotiations). Section 11 was funding of $11,634,100 for the Arizona Department of Agriculture; section 35 was
$68,511,500 for the Department of Environmental Quality; section 56 was $19,653,900 for the Arizona State Land
Department; section 97 included $44,951,900 for agriculture and $16,462,300 for Cooperative Extension within the
University of Arizona’s budget. Section 100 was the Az. Department of Water Resources budget of $17,336,900. The
Capital Outlay budget bill, H2748 included section 5, funding of $700,000 (subject to additional funding raised) for cold
inspection facility construction at the border, intended to improve the import and export of temperature sensitive agricultural
commodities on the way to the consumer.
I have included the following pages with a summary of bills ABWC has been tracking that were signed by the Governor or
forwarded to the Secretary of State (assistance from the AZ. Capitol Times, LOLA):

Bills Signed by the Governor, Resolutions, and Memorials Passed
H2009 (Chapter 26)

Navigable Stream Adjudication Commission; Extension

The statutory termination date of the Arizona Navigable Stream Adjudication Commission is extended four years to June 30, 2024.
AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 37

H2095 (Chapter 49)

Property Taxes; Agriculture Classification; Payments

For the purpose of the property tax classification as property used for agricultural purposes, property that has been in active production may be inactive or
partially inactive due to a partial reduction in the available water supply or irrigation district water allotments for agriculture use in the farm unit.
Additionally, a county treasurer is authorized to enter into a payment plan agreement with a taxpayer for a period of up to 36 months for paying delinquent
business personal property taxes of more than $1,000. The county treasurer is permitted to charge a fee of up to $150 for administrative costs associated
with processing a payment plan agreement. AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.

H2097 (Chapter 225)

Personal Property; Reporting; Exemption

The county assessor is prohibited from requiring a person that owns or has charge or control of property that is not required to be reported as taxable
personal property to apply to be exempt from the reporting requirement. AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 42

(Executive Director’s Report Continued)
H2178 (Chapter 44)
Milk Manufacturing License; Exemption
A food establishment regulated by the Department of Health Services is not required to secure a license to manufacture frozen desserts using pasteurized
milk or pasteurized milk-based products if the frozen dessert is manufactured and sold at the same food establishment for consumption on the premises and
the food establishment has submitted a plan for approval to the Dept demonstrating that the manufacturing process complies with applicable rules, including
pasteurization. The Dept or the Department of Agriculture Animal Services Division is authorized to require a food establishment that manufactures frozen
desserts using pasteurized milk or pasteurized milk-based products to provide samples of the frozen dessert to verify that the frozen dessert is pasteurized.
AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.

H2274 (Chapter 41)

AZ Power Authority

The Arizona Power Authority's budget and audit fiscal years are required to be based on the federal fiscal year of October 1 through September 30, and
related deadlines are moved. Detailed budgeting requirements for the Authority are deleted. AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 30

H2275 (Chapter 288)

TPT Exemption; Crop Production Tools

The list of exemptions from the tax base for the retail classification of transaction privilege taxes and use taxes is modified to include sales of "propagative
materials" (defined to include seeds, seedlings, roots, bulbs, cuttings, soil and plant additives, fertilizers, insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, soil
fumigants, plant nutrients, plant growth regulators, and more). Effective December 1, 2019. AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 42

H2443 (Chapter 103)

Property Disclosure Affidavit; Adjudication Claim

Modifies the affidavit of disclosure that a seller of five or fewer parcels of land in an unincorporated area of a county is required to furnish to a buyer by
requiring the seller to check whether the property or the water used on the property "is" or "is not" the subject of a statement of claim for the use of water in
a general adjudication of water rights, or if it is "unknown." AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 33

H2467 (Chapter 243)

West Basin Water Users; Committee

Establishes a 10-member Mohave County West Basin Water Users Study Committee and a 10-member La Paz County West Basin Water Users Study
Committee to analyze groundwater withdrawal data and make recommendations to the Department of Water Resources on programs and policies for the
basins. Each Committee is required to submit a report of its recommendations to the Dept, the Governor and the Legislature by December 31, 2021. The
Committees self-repeal on July 1, 2022. AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 41

H2475 (Chapter 274)

Water Use; Criminal Penalty; Wells

Water taken through a registered well without knowledge that such water constitutes the subflow of a river or stream, is not considered using water to which
another is entitled without authority, a class 2 (mid-level) misdemeanor. AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 45

H2477 (Chapter 155)

Adjudication Statutes; Unconstitutional Provisions; Repeal

Repeals and deletes various provisions of statute relating to water rights. AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 37 45

H2484 (Chapter 7)

Irrigation Grandfathered Right; Containerized Plants

The use of groundwater to water plants in containers on or above the surface of the ground is a non-irrigation use in an Active Management Area (AMA).
In an initial AMA, a person who holds a certificate of irrigation grandfathered right is permitted to withdraw groundwater and use it to water plants in
containers on or above the surface of the "certificated acres" (defined) if the plants are grown for sale or human consumption or for use as feed for livestock,
range
livestock
or
poultry.
Establishes
requirements
for
the
use
of
groundwater
under
these
conditions.
AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR. In his signing statement, the Governor expressed his commitment to conservation and innovation in water management and
his support of this legislation as one part of a more comprehensive and thoughtful water approach.
ARS Titles Affected: 45

H2556 (Chapter 294)

Agricultural Property; Uses; Rural Activities

For the purpose of property classification for property tax purposes, the definition of "agricultural real property" is expanded to include land and
improvements devoted to "agritourism" (defined). For the purpose of statutes protecting agricultural operations, the definition of "general agricultural
purposes" is modified to include agritourism, to exclude food establishments under the authority of the Department of Health Services that are associated
with an agritourism business, and to exclude rodeo events that are open to the general public and that sell tickets for admission.
AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 3 11 42

(Executive Director’s Report Continued)
S1003 (Chapter 5)

Industrial Hemp; Licensing; Effective Date

Laws 2018, Chapter 287, which authorizes and regulates industrial hemp production, manufacturing, and commerce under the authority of the Department
of Agriculture, becomes effective June 1, 2019, instead of August 3, 2019. The Dept is required to adopt the initial rules to carry out that legislation by May
31, 2019. Emergency clause. AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 41

S1054 (Chapter 39)

Early Ballots; Deficiencies; Cure Period

If the signature on an envelope containing an early ballot is inconsistent with the voter's signature on the registration record, the county recorder or officer
in charge of elections is required to make reasonable efforts to contact the voter, advise the voter of the inconsistent signature and allow the voter to
correct or the county to confirm the inconsistent signature. The county recorder or officer in charge of elections is required to allow signatures to be
corrected through the fifth business day after a primary, general or special election that includes a federal office or the third business day after any other
election. Does not apply to a special taxing district that is authorized to conduct its own elections or a special district mail ballot election. Also, the
deadline for a governmental entity to file with the Secretary of State a copy of each computer program for vote tabulating devices and the deadline for a
person interested in participating in the observation of vote counting to notify the officer is charge of elections are moved to 17 days before the date of the
elections, from 10 days before. AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 16

S1227 (Chapter 1)

Colorado River Drought Contingency Amendments

Establishes the Arizona System Conservation Fund to be administered by the Director of the Department of Water Resources (Director), and appropriates
$30 million from the general fund in FY2019-20 to the Fund. The Director is authorized to spend monies from the Fund to contract with Colorado River
water users in Arizona that hold entitlements to Colorado River water under the decree in Arizona v. California to forgo water deliveries or diversions for
the purpose of creating system conservation. System conservation created through the use of the Fund is required to provide for Colorado River water to
be conserved in Lake Mead through a verified reduction in existing consumptive use in order to decrease the likelihood of lake elevations dropping to
levels that could result in reductions to Arizona's Colorado River allocation. Beginning July 1, 2021 and each July 1 after, the Director is required to
submit a report to the Governor and the Legislature on expenditures from the Fund during the previous fiscal year and the volume of water that was
conserved in Lake Mead. The Fund self-repeals April 1, 2027. Prohibits a water banking fee from being levied in the Pinal Active Management Area
(AMA) during calendar years 2020 through 2026. In the Pinal AMA during calendar years 2020 through 2026, the Director is required to set the annual
groundwater withdrawal fee in an amount of up to $2.50 per acre-foot per year for groundwater and irrigation efficiency projects. Monies from this fee
are required to be used only to finance projects for the construction and rehabilitation of wells and related infrastructure for the withdrawal and efficient
delivery of groundwater by irrigation districts in the Pinal AMA. Monies from this fee are deposited in the newly established Temporary Groundwater
and Irrigation Efficiency Projects Fund (TGIEP Fund), and requirements for the TGIEP Fund are established. Appropriates $7 million from the general
fund in FY2018-19 to the TGIEP Fund. The TGIEP Fund self-repeals April 1, 2028. Establishes requirements for recovery of water that was effluent
stored at a managed underground storage facility that qualifies as an "existing effluent managed underground storage facility" (defined) that has not been
designated as a facility that could add value to a national park, national monument or state park. Long-term water storage credits may be used to
demonstrate an assured water supply or an adequate water supply only if the managed underground storage facility qualifies as an existing effluent
managed underground storage facility and the long-term storage credits were accrued before the effective date of this legislation. By December 31, 2019,
the Arizona Water Banking Authority is authorized to enter into agreements to exchange long-term water storage credits accrued or purchased in one
AMA with monies collected from specified groundwater withdrawal fees for long-term storage credits held by other persons in another AMA, on request
of the Director, if the Director determines that the exchange is beneficial to water management in Arizona and that the exchange will not substantially
impair the Authority’s ability to meet its firming obligation to firm Indian settlement water. The term of any agreement entered into under this
authorization is prohibited from extending beyond December 31, 2026. The Authority is permitted to distribute or extinguish long-term storage credits
obtained by exchange. An exchange of long-term storage credits under this authorization is exempt from any fee established by the Dept for an
assignment of long-term storage credits. A $2 million appropriation in FY2018-19 is redirected from the Dept to the TGIEP Fund, and a $2 million
appropriation in FY2019-20 is redirected from the Dept to the Augmentation and Conservation Assistance Fund. Requires the Director to report to the
Governor and the Legislature on agreements related to drought contingency plans. Contains a legislative intent section. Severability clause. Emergency
clause. AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 45

S1529 (Chapter 68)

Pest Management Division; Council

The Department of Agriculture Advisory Council is required to notify any Dept Division Council of agenda items that the Director determines will impact
that Division. The duties of the Pest Management Division council are modified. AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR.
ARS Titles Affected: 3

HCM 2002

Urging Eradication; Salt Cedars; Waterways

The Legislature urges the U.S. Congress to appropriate monies to Arizona to eradicate salt cedars from Arizona waterways, and urges the U.S.
Department of the Interior and the U.S. Department of Agriculture to develop innovative solutions to control the proliferation of salt cedars. The Secretary
of State is directed to transmit copies of this memorial to the President of the U.S., the President of the U.S. Senate, the Speaker of the U.S. House, the
Secretary of the U.S. Department of the Interior, the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and each member of Congress from Arizona.
AS SENT TO SECRETARY OF STATE.
ARS Titles Affected: 99

(Executive Director’s Report Continued)
HCM2004

Reserved Water Rights; Exclusion

The Legislature urges the U.S. Congress to take steps to require that any new federal areas designated within the State of Arizona not include any water
right that prevents the state of Arizona from comprehensively managing its water resources. The Secretary of State is directed to transmit copies of this
memorial to the President of the U.S. Senate, the Speaker of the U.S. House and each member of Congress from Arizona.
AS SENT TO SECRETARY OF STATE.
ARS Titles Affected: 99

HCM2005

National Monument Designation; Opposition

The Legislature urges the U.S. Congress to decline to designate the Great Bend of the Gila River and the surrounding areas as a national monument and
to allow the state of Arizona to provide express approval before federal designation of any new national monuments in Arizona. The Secretary of State
is directed to transmit copies of this memorial to the President of the U.S., the President of the U.S. Senate, the Speaker of the U.S. House, each member
of Congress from Arizona, the Secretary of the Interior and the Governor. AS SENT TO SECRETARY OF STATE.
ARS Titles Affected: 99

HCR2014

American Viticultural Area; Designation

The members of the Legislature support and encourage efforts by the Department of Agriculture to achieve American Viticultural Area wine grapegrowing designation for all wine grape-growing areas within Arizona. AS SENT TO SECRETARY OF STATE.
ARS Titles Affected: 99

HCR2018

Property Rights; Supporting Protections

The members of the Legislature express their strong support of and commitment to protecting the fundamental, constitutional human right to individual
private property in Arizona and in our great nation. AS SENT TO SECRETARY OF STATE.
ARS Titles Affected: 99

HCR2019

Support; Water and Forest Management

The members of the Legislature continue the tradition of leadership and support for appropriate water management practices and policies that protect
property and water rights and that provide for the continued safety and prosperity of the State of Arizona, and express their support of a reasonable and
prudent multiple-use forest management policy to improve our nation's forest health. AS SENT TO SECRETARY OF STATE.
ARS Titles Affected: 99

HR2002

Arizona Water Professionals Appreciation Week

The members of the House of Representatives designate April 14-20, 2019 as Arizona Water Professionals Appreciation Week and extend sincere gratitude and appreciation
to the water professionals who are on the front line of the delivery of Arizona's safe and reliable water. AS SENT TO SECRETARY OF STATE.
ARS Titles Affected: 99

SCR1020

Arizona Power Authority; 75th Anniversary

The members of the Legislature recognize and congratulate the Arizona Power Authority for 75 years of exemplary service to the State of Arizona. AS
SENT TO SECRETARY OF STATE.
ARS Titles Affected: 99

SJR1001

Colorado River Drought Contingency Plan

The State of Arizona, by and through the Director of the Department of Water Resources (Director), is authorized to forbear its rights and claims by
entering agreements in substantial conformance with the draft Agreement Concerning Colorado River Drought Contingency Management and Operations
and the draft Lower Basin Drought Contingency Plan Agreement if federal legislation is enacted directing the U.S. Secretary of the Interior to execute
and implement the agreements and all parties other than the U.S. and the State of Arizona have authorized the execution of the agreements. The State of
Arizona, by and through the Director, is authorized to enter into an agreement in substantial conformance with the draft Drought Contingency Plan
Contributions and Intentionally Created Surplus Accumulation Limits Sharing Agreement. The authority granted to the Director does not extend to any
future agreements for the sharing of Drought Contingency Plan contributions and separate resolutions are required. The Director is required to promptly
notify the Legislature and the Governor and provide a written report to specified legislative committees on any agreement entered into under the authority
granted by this joint resolution. The authority granted to the Director to enter into any agreement under this joint resolution expires on August 31, 2019.
Emergency clause. AS SIGNED BY GOVERNOR AND SENT TO SECRETARY OF STATE.
ARS Titles Affected: 99

(Executive Director’s Report Continued)
SM1002

Trade Agreement; Ratification; Urging Congress

The Legislature urges the U.S. Congress to ratify the newly negotiated United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement to ensure continuity in trade among the
three North American economic partners. The Secretary of State is directed to transmit copies of this memorial to the President of the U.S., the members
of the U.S. Senate Finance Committee, the members of the U.S. House of Representatives Ways and Means Committee, the members of the Senate and
House Advisory Groups on Negotiations, the U.S. Trade Representative, the U.S. Secretaries of Commerce, State and Labor, the Director of the Office
of Management and Budget, the Intellectual Property Enforcement Coordinator, and each member of Congress from Arizona. AS SENT TO
SECRETARY OF STATE.
ARS Titles Affected: 99

•
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Upcoming Events:


October 25, 2019 - ABWC Annual H2Open Golf Tournament



December 2, 2019 - Arizona Agribusiness Roundtable

The Women in Water Scholarship Fund encourages young women to pursue fulfilling
careers developing, managing and conserving water. This annual $5,000 scholarship is awarded to a woman
pursuing an undergraduate or graduate degree in preparation for a
career in any element of water resources, including water law, communications,
community and government relations, or engineering. For more information go to their
website: http://www.fundingwomeninwater.com/

Water Management Certificate Program - by Bill Plummer
The 2018-2019 Water Management Certificate Program, Cohort VI, had its graduation on May 18. Twenty students
graduated but only 18 were able to attend the graduation---of the two not attending, one was due to health reasons and the
other was undergoing military training. The graduation followed presentations on selected water resource issues by the
students who were divided into four teams. The results of the presentations showed real ingenuity and resourcefulness by
the students. Richard Morrison provided a very enlightening talk to the graduates which was enthusiastically received.
The graduating class represented several different backgrounds and places of employment—irrigation districts, electrical
districts, municipalities, consulting firm, federal agencies, SRP, attorney and ASU students taking the program for college
credit. Earlier classes had similar diversities and, hopefully, this trend will continue.
We are now accepting applications for Cohort VII which will start on September 27, 2019. A significant number of
prospective students have already indicated an interest in the Program, and some have already made arrangements to
attend next fall. Several are referrals from graduates of previous classes.

Save the Date!
For the

28th Annual H2Open Golf Tournament
October 25, 2019
At the Francisco Grande Golf Resort
in Casa Grande, AZ
Sponsorships Are Available
Donations of raffle items or cash gladly accepted
Contact Kathy for more information

The State of Water in Arizona
By Maria Brady, PE- Principal, Water—Stantec
Life in a desert climate demands creative and conservative efforts to maintain a balanced water budget. Every drop of water
represents a valuable resource and Arizona has been at the forefront of water law, resource management, and source
protection efforts since the 1980s. The evolution of the conversation around water has taken us from thinking of this resource
in silos; ground water, surface water, drinking water, irrigation water, wastewater, effluent, reuse water to a more global idea
that all water is water. The defining difference is the quality available and the quality required.
Long before we came up with water categories, the hydrologic cycle moved water to and from different geographical
locations, levels of quality, and phase (precipitation, evaporation, etc.) without defining each step. Out of historical necessity
based on human health concerns, our water has become compartmentalized; life in the modern era has removed many of the
barriers to implantation of a one-water approach. On a personal consumer level, where do we feel it is acceptable to use
recycled water? On a golf course? A public park? On land used to grow crops for human consumption? As a source for
drinking water? What the public has often not realized is that all water is recycled water.
As we move into the next phase of providing water to the consumer, many water professionals are suggesting that we label
water based on its use and not its source. In this case, the quality of the water would dictate its title and not the source of the
water.
The blurring of lines between sources and end points for water through de facto reuse has been a reality for decades. We’re
accustomed to seeing indirect water reuse: Tres Rios Wetland, percolated irrigation water, snowmaking at Flagstaff’s
Arizona Snowbowl, and aquifer storage and recovery wells. But as the belt tightens on our utilization of potable water
resources and as Arizona looks ahead to monumental change, what’s the state of our direct potable reuse (DPR)?
We need rules for this, right?
At the WateReuse Association of Arizona conference in July 2018, DPR was the center of conversation after legal barriers to
the use of direct potable reuse in the state were removed earlier that year in January. However, the lifting of the ban on DPR
did not come with an immediate answer to the issue of regulation.
In collaboration with the National Water Research Institute (NWRI), WateReuse Arizona has published a guidance
framework for DPR in the state, but its express purpose is to guide DPR negotiations, not dictate outcomes or prescribe
treatment technologies. Based on conversations at the July conference, it also seems the Arizona Department of
Environmental Quality is awaiting their first DPR permitting proposal to really figure out how to progress through regulatory
approval.
We’ve already seen recycled water being introduced to Arizonans for consumption in a fun, social way. In 2017, WateReuse
held the AZ Pure Water Brew Challenge, where brewers in Arizona competed to be named the best beer made with recycled
water*. This event capped a year-long process of outfitting a traveling advanced water treatment facility (AWTF) that treated
effluent from treatment facilities in Pima County, Phoenix and Flagstaff. This purified water was provided to brewers and
was used to make beer. Along the way, Water Professionals around the state partnered together to visit various events around
the state, show off the AWTF to the public, explain how DPR works, and educate the public. This event helped move the
education needle forward with the public to a better understanding of water and how we should think about it.
This last year also saw changes for effluent reuse under the 1980 Groundwater Law. In January 2019, the Drought
Contingency Plan was approved by the Arizona legislature. Included in this plan was legislation to remove the 2025 effluent
reuse sunset clause. Municipalities will now be able to continue to use effluent recharge as part of their water supply
portfolios past 2025.

(The State of Water in Arizona—continued)
In addition, effluent is now treated in a similar manner as any other water supply when recharged; the “cut to the aquifer” has
been changed from 50% to 5%. These changes reflect our changing perception of water and where it can be used.
Is the right technology available yet?
At present, many water reclamation facilities (WRFs) in Arizona already produce Class A+ effluent, which has undergone
secondary treatment, filtration, nitrogen removal and disinfection (18 A.A.C. 11, Article 3, Appendix A). In a DPR scenario,
this recycled water would then undergo additional advanced water treatment and be routed into a drinking water treatment
plant (raw water augmentation) or into the distribution system (treated drinking water augmentation). Arizona currently
remains open to either of these scenarios moving forward.
The biggest questions remaining in the forward progress of DPR as an asset to Arizona’s water portfolio are: How “safe” is
safe? And is “safe” safe enough? Advanced technologies are available to deliver pristine water quality and provide real-time
monitoring. Embedding these technologies in treatment facilities designed for resilience (e.g., redundant processes,
contingency/emergency planning), DPR facilities should be able to provide water at similar cost and higher overall quality—
taste included—than conventional water treatment plants. Cheers to that! The looming question is: who will be the first to the
table with a DPR proposal and how will it meander its way through the legislative and regulatory process to become a reality?
When you live in the desert, every drop of water holds more value than in other regions where precipitation is abundant. All
processes take time and when reclaimed water gets discharged back into natural bodies of water, it takes additional money and
effort for it to go through the entire water treatment system again before flowing out of our taps. At the same time, the demand
doesn’t sit back and wait for water resources to catch up.
The use of DPR is full of untapped potential (pun completely intended). The Pure Brew Challenge showed us that we as water
providers can find ways to educate the public that allow us to explain complicated issues in a way that the public can
understand and accept. We water providers are passionate about our mission to provide the best water possible and we need to
let that show.
* Beverages other than tap water are regulated differently due to their presumed lower consumption and did not fall under the
pre-2018 DPR moratorium. The Pure Brew Challenge functioned legally in its production of beer from recycled water.
Maria Brady is an Agricultural Engineer with Stantec Consulting Services where she is a Principal and the Arizona Water
Sector Leader. She is also a trustee on the board of the Water Reuse Association and an individual member of ABWC. Stantec
is a corporate member of ABWC.

Annual Meeting Pictures are on pages 10 & 11

A Unique Collaboration of the Agribusiness & Water Council of Arizona &
ASU’s Morrison School of Agribusiness & Fulton Schools of Engineering

Water Management Certificate Program
With a curriculum designed and taught by distinguished practitioners of water resources and power
management, the program provides a broad spectrum of training to persons who are or will be managers with
the responsibility to develop, store and deliver water and power resources to the people they serve. It is
intended to prepare the next generation of leaders who require knowledge beyond just moving water from
point to point. The class presentations can be telecast which provides an opportunity for students outside the
Phoenix area to participate via live video conferencing.
Classes for the 2019/20 cohort begins September 27, 2019. They are being held at the ASU Polytechnic
Campus once a month on Friday afternoon and all-day Saturday. It requires a nine-month commitment.

We are now actively recruiting and accepting applications for the 2019-20 year.
For more information contact:
Kathy Rappleye (480) 558-5301 or online at www.agribusinessarizona.org

2019 ABWC Annual Meeting & Water Conference

Dr. Jeff Silvertooth—UA-CALS

Ed Gerak—AZ Power Authority

Sarah Porter—Kyl Center for
Water Policy

Dr. Tim Dennehy—BASF

Patrick Dent—CAP

Dr. George Seperich—ASU-Retired

Dr. Channah Rock—UA-CALS

Dr. Paul Brown—UA-CALS

Lunch

The Agribusiness & Water Council of Arizona had a very successful and informative Annual Meeting & Water
Conference on Thursday May 16th. Much was learned from each speaker, discussing the future of food, energy
and water, looking beyond to the year 2030. Each speaker had very impressive remarks. Awards were also
given to well-deserving colleagues for their service in the water community.

Lisa Atkinson—Lifetime
Achievement

Jay Moyes—Lifetime Achievement
(accepted by his son Jason)

Maria Ramirez—Lifetime Achievement

Stephen Roe Lewis—Special
Recognition

Paul Orme—Lifetime Achievement
(accepted by Brian Betcher)

Thomas McCann—Lifetime
Achievement

Dr. Channah Rock—Special Recognition

Elston Grubaugh—Water Buffalo

Save the Date! Join us on December 2, 2019 for the Arizona Agribusiness Roundtable at SRP’s
PERA Conference Center.

